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ABSTRACT
To comprehend long duration videos, the deep video understanding
(DVU) task is proposed to recognize interactions on scene level and
relationships on movie level and answer questions on these two
levels. In this paper, we propose a solution to the DVU task which
applies joint learning of interaction and relationship prediction
and multimodal feature fusion. Our solution handles the DVU task
with three joint learning sub-tasks: scene sentiment classification,
scene interaction recognition and super-scene video relationship
recognition, all of which utilize text features, visual features and
audio features, and predict representations in semantic space. Since
sentiment, interaction and relationship are related to each other,
we train a unified framework with joint learning. Then, we answer
questions for video analysis in DVU according to the results of the
three sub-tasks. We conduct experiments on the HLVU dataset to
evaluate the effectiveness of our method.
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INTRODUCTION

Videos are typical unstructured data that are hard to be managed
and exploited. However, along with the development of video
acquisition equipment, the number of videos increases rapidly and
the requirement for managing and exploiting videos is also evergrowing. Many applications require structurization and analysis of
videos, such as video retrieval [15] and video summarization [13].
The Deep Video Understanding (DVU) task [4] is proposed to
deeply analyze long duration videos and extract knowledge graphs
in videos, whose nodes are persons, locations and concepts. The
DVU task segments long duration videos into several scenes and
proposes to answer a series of questions on movie level and scene
level to analyze movies with several snapshots for each entity.
The three types of movie-level questions are follows: 1) Find all
the possible paths from the source person to the target person. 2)
Fill in the unknown part of graph. 3) Choose correct answer for
the unknown part from multiple options. There are six types of
questions on the scene level: 1) Find the unique scene. 2) Fill in the
graph space. 3) Find the next interaction between given persons
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in a given scene. 4) Find the previous interaction between given
persons in a given scene. 5) Find the relationship with given natural
language descriptions. 6) Classify scene sentiment from a given
scene. The description of the DVU task is shown in Figure 1.
There also exist some tasks for structuring and analyzing
videos, such as video visual relation detection [14], human-object
interaction detection [7] and social relation recognition [16].
However, all these tasks focus on relationships between instances
especially persons but the entities that contain locations and
concept for DVU are not included. Moreover, these tasks are
commonly based on shot videos while DVU requires not only
interaction graphs on video clips but also a relationship graph
on the whole video.
In this paper, we propose a method using joint learning and
multimodal feature fusion to address the DVU task. We classify the
questions proposed by DVU into three types of sub-tasks: scene
sentiment classification, scene interaction recognition and superscene video relationship recognition. Two preprocesses need to
be performed before the three sub-tasks. Firstly, we segment the
given scene clips into several shot clips and merge the given scene
clips into super-scene clips. Then, the corresponding entities are
tracked in shots, scenes and super-scenes. All the three sub-tasks
fuse visual features, text features and audio features. For scene
sentiment classification, visual features, audio features and text
features of the scene video clip are combined to predict scene
sentiment representation in semantic space. For scene interaction
recognition, in addition to the above-mentioned features, visual
features of entities and entity pairs are integrated to predict scene
interaction representation in semantic space. For super-scene
video relationship recognition, mean pooling is performed on
the integrated features of the corresponding scenes and superscene relationship representation is predicted in semantic space.
The movie-level questions are answered according to the merged
super-scene relationship recognition results and the scene-level
questions are answered according to the results of scene interaction
recognition and scene sentiment classification.
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PRELIMINARY

Shot and scene segmentation. A long duration video is usually
composed of many scenes, which describe a complete event, and
a scene is composed of many shots, which contain a complete
camera motion. Segmenting videos into shots is usually based
on both camera and scene motion, especially the combinations
of static vs. dynamic camera and static vs. dynamic scene [9].
Scene segmentation is more challenging because scenes in videos
often contain abundant temporal structures and complex semantic
information. Rao et al. [12] propose a local-to-global scene
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Figure 1: The description of deep video understanding task.
segmentation framework that can integrate multimodal information
across three levels: clip, segmentation and movie. Chen et al. [3]
propose a self-supervised shot contrastive learning approach to
learn a shot representation that maximizes the similarity between
nearby shots compared to randomly selected shots.
Entity search in video. A straightforward method to search
entities in video is to match entity templates and track the entities.
Some template matching methods, e.g., cross correlation matching,
correlation coefficient matching and square difference matching, are
easy to make mistakes if the template has compression distortion.
Feature matching methods use scale invariant features like speed
up robust features (SURF) [1] to detect local feature of an image. To
track objects in videos, methods that combine static and adaptive
template tracking have been proposed [11] as well as methods
that recognize “reliable” parts of the template [8]. Later, some
methods propose to track objects by detection, such as [2] and [21].
Specially, for searching persons in videos, InsightFace [5] matches
detected faces with face samples by integrating face detection and
face alignment into a framework like the MTCNN model [20],
and OMS [18] achieves online searching by exploiting a dynamic
memory bank to store face, body and audio features of persons.
Feature extraction from video. Since videos contain different
modals, videos can be represented with multimodal features, among
which visual features and audio features are straightforward.
Similar to image feature extraction, visual features of videos can also
be extracted by convolutional networks, e.g., deep 3-dimensional
convolutional networks (C3D) [17] are proposed for spatiotemporal
feature learning. To extract semantic information from audio, MFCC
and and LMFE are two important audio features that could be
extracted by SpeechPy, a useful tool for speech processing and
feature extraction. In addition to audio features, features from
speech text are also essential. After transforming speech in videos
to text, models like BERT [6] can be used to extract text features of
words and sentences.
Interaction and Relationship recognition. A general task for
interaction and relationship recognition in video is video visual

relation detection [14], which aims to detect the interactions
between general instances. Another typical task named humanobject interaction detection [7] focuses on recognizing human
actions with objects. Since interactions between persons imply
relationships between them, social relationship recognition is
proposed [16]. Specially, Kukleva et al. [10] focus on the interactions
and social relationships between characters in a movie and predict
interactions and social relationships with visual and language cues
by joint learning. Yu et al. [19] propose a solution to the previous
DVU task with multimodal feature fusion.
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OUR METHOD

We think that the relationships and interactions between characters,
and sentimens of the video are all influenced by each other, and
therefore we propose a joint learning method to simultaneously
train and infer relationships, interactions and sentiments. As the
relationship between characters is inferred on the basis of longtime video which consists of multiple short-time videos, we divide
the video into multiple super-scenes to obtain the relationship
between characters. Each super-scene can be divided into multiple
scenes from which we can obtain interaction and sentiment. We
take the official video segment as scene and aggregate them into
multiple super-scenes according to the multi-modal features of
scene with the help of SceneSeg LGSS [12]. Compared to [19], we
reuse multimodal features, but we propose a new joint learning
method to predict relationships, interactions and sentiments in
order to deal with more complicated questions.

3.1

Multimodal Features

As shown in Figure 2 (a), We use multi-modal features, including
visual features, audio features and text features, as the scene feature
to predict relationships and interactions between characters.
Visual features Video features, entity features and union
features are all visual features and they are obtained as follows:
• We use C3D to extract video features directly.
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Figure 2: The pipeline of our method. We use a joint learning method to obtain relationships and interactions between
characters and sentiments at the same time. Multimodal features of the video are the input and the output is the relationships
between characters and sentiments of the super-scene and the interactions between characters of the scene.
• We use SURF to match locations and people with the
screen shots, and then entity bounding boxes can be tracked
by face recognition method InsightFace [5] and multiple
object tracking method CenterTrack [21]. According to
the algorithm of average interval sampling from entities’
traces in each scene, the visual features of entities in the
corresponding scenes are generated from the C3D model.
• We can also compute the union bounding boxes of two
entities and take an average sample in each scene as the
input of C3D to obtain the union features.
Audio features We extract MFCC and LMFE features by
SpeechPy, and then calculate their first and second differential
features respectively. Finally, the feature cubes of MFCC and LMFE
are joint together to represent the audio features.
Text features We use the speech-to-text tools provided Youtube
to obtain the lines of a movie. Then, we match the lines to the scene
to obtain sentences according to the time they appear. Finally, we
use BERT [6] to convert sentences to vectors as text features.
All the features are then concatenated together and transformed
into a feature whose dimension is the same as that of a text feature
for relationship prediction between entities.

3.2

Joint learning

In Figure 2(b), we average the features of multiple scenes as
the feature of super-scene to predict the relationship between
characters. After that, we concatenate the super-scene feature
and scene feature as the final scene feature to predict interaction
between characters, which shows the influence of character
relationship on character interaction. Since sentiment is about
the whole scene, we only use the fusion of video, audio and
subtitle features to predict sentiment. Finally, we encode the feature
and calculate the similarity to target relationship, interaction and
sentiment. In this way, we get the relationships and interactions
between characters, and sentiments to answer questions.

3.3

Training and Inference

For the absence of some labels in the training set, we use zero shot
learning during training. The final descriptions of relationship,
interaction and sentiment are used to generate features in the
same way as the generation of text features from subtitles. Cosine
similarity of the feature representing scene/shot and the target
relationship/interaction/sentiment features are computed. The loss
function is computed as follows:
1Õ
(𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝛽, 𝜇𝑖 ) + 1) 2,
(1)
𝑙 = (1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝛽, 𝛾)) 2 +
𝑛
𝑖 ∈𝑈

where 𝑙 denotes the loss, 𝛽 denotes the feature of scene/shot; 𝛾 denotes the feature of the positive relationship/interaction/sentiment;
𝑈 denotes the set of negative relationship/interaction/sentiment;
𝜇𝑖 denotes the feature of relationship/interaction/sentiment 𝑖; 𝑛 denotes the number of negative relationships/interactions/sentiments.
Since each super-scene consists of multiple scenes, we take the
average of the sum of interaction and sentiment loss of each scene
to add the relationship loss of the super-scene as the total loss of
the super-scene, which is computed as follows:
1Õ
𝐿 = 𝑙𝑅 +
(𝑙𝐼 + 𝑙𝑆 ),
(2)
𝑛
where 𝐿 denotes the total loss, 𝑙𝑅 denotes relationship loss of superscene; 𝑙𝐼 denotes interaction loss of scene; 𝑙𝑆 denotes sentiment
loss of scene; 𝑛 denotes the number of scenes in the super-scene.
During inference, the cosine similarity of super-scene/scene feature
and relationship/interaction/sentiment feature is the final score.

3.4

Query Answering

In order to obtain the sequence of interactions between characters
in each scene, we divide scenes into shorter shots and specify that
there is only one interaction between a pair of characters in each
shot. We used the same method in Figure 2a) to predict the person
relationships for each scene and the interactions for each shot.

Table 1: Experiments on different variants, where R represents relationship branch, I represents interaction branch,
S represents sentiment branch, 𝑠 represents average of
scene features, 𝑠𝑠 represents complete super-scene feature,
𝑢 represents union feature.
Method

Recall𝑅

Recall𝐼

Recall𝑆

R𝑠 +I+S
37.3
39.9
48.5
R𝑠𝑠 /I/S
35.5
35.9
62.3
R𝑠𝑠 +I+S
38.5
39.6
44.1
R𝑠 +I+S𝑢
36.1
28.8
41.7
R𝑠𝑠 +I+S𝑢
35.5
28.5
40.7
We have built the final movie-level entity-relation graph and
scene-level entity-interaction graphs. For the movie-level tasks,
we solve them using the method that we proposed last year [19],
on the basis of the entity-relation graph. For "Finding the Unique
Scene question", we traverse all the entity-interaction graphs to
find the most suitable scene. For "Fill in the Graph question", we
adopt the same way in answering the movie-level Fill-in questions.
For "Predicting the Next and Previous Interaction question", we
first locate the interaction in a certain scene, and then traverse
all the choices to find the best answer. For "Match Scene with
Natural Language Description question", we traverse all the scenelevel interaction-graphs in the options, and use the entities and
interaction to match the words in the description to find the best
match scene. For "Classify Sentiment Label question", we have
obtained the scores of each sentiment in each scene, then we use
them to find the best choice of sentiment.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Dataset and Experimental Settings
All the experiments are conducted with E5-2680 v4 2.40GHz 14
cores CPU, 64GB memory and one GeForce RTX 3090 GPU, on the
HLVU dataset [4].
The HLVU dataset contains 14 movies from public websites
lasting 16 hours in total. The dataset provides each movie in the
development set with manually annotated knowledge graphs that
contains entities and their relationships, interactions, sentiments
and descriptions about the movie. The dataset also provides a set of
image examples of different actors and entities including important
locations, with a name ID for each entity.
In our experiments, we evaluate the performance of knowledge
graphs generation using metric 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙@𝑘, which is usually applied
in visual relation detection. The metric 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙@𝑘 is computed by
𝑇 𝑃𝑘
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙@𝑘 =
,
(3)
𝑇 𝑃𝑘 + 𝐹 𝑁𝑘
where 𝑇 𝑃𝑘 and 𝐹 𝑁𝑘 denote the number of correct label predicted
and unpredicted in the top 𝑘 confident predictions, respectively. 𝑘
is set to the number of ground truth relationships, interactions and
sentiments.

4.2

Component Analysis

In order to verify the effectiveness of the joint learning architecture,
we construct different combinations of relationship, interaction and
sentiment branch for comparison.
In order to check the influence of character interaction on
sentiment prediction, we add union feature to help predicting

sentiment. For the relationship branch, we also compared the
sources of the features, which are the complete super-scene and
the average of scene features.
In table 1, it can be seen that the architecture of joint learning has
advantages in predicting relationships and interactions between
characters. Also, the performance of interaction prediction is
improved when the average features of scene represent relationship
feature, and relationship prediction is enhanced with the features
from the complete super-scene. We think that the feature of the
complete super-scene brings some unwanted noise to a single sence.
Table 1 also shows that the sentiment branch performs better
when it is trained alone. In the joint architecture, we added union
feature to the branch of sentiment and found that the performance
decreased, which indicates that sentiment is based on the whole
scene, and the effect of character pair is not so desirable. Moreover,
since there are some scenes that only involve sentiment, if we just
train sentiment branch with the scenes that include interactions,
we will miss many samples.
Finally we use the joint learning model to answer questions
about relationships and interactions between characters and use
the sentiment model which is trained alone to answer questions
about sentiment.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a joint learning method using multi
modal features to extract knowledge graphs of movies for deep
video understanding on the basis of the analysis of the relationships
and interactions among entities in movies. We evaluated our
method on the HLVU dataset, and the experimental results validated
the effectiveness of our method.
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